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How to make your own Lumi
You will need:
- Toilet roll tube or half a kitchen roll tube 
- Blue, red, orange, yellow, black & white paints/felt tips 
- White & red paper/card 
- Scissors 
- Glue/tape  
 

Instructions:
- Paint your toilet roll tube white, or wrap it in white paper.

- Cut red and blue strips (approximately 4mm wide) from your paper and stick these,       
  diagonally, to the top and bottom of your tube – see example here. Alternatively, you could    
  add these using your paint or felt tips.

- Cut out the eyes and mouth templates and stick them onto your tube.

- Cut out the arms template and stick it to the tube, only gluing the back, and then bending     
  the arms outwards at the sides.

- Cut a big red triangle out of your red paper, or cut out our necker template and paint/  
  colour the central triangle red.

- Add blue and white stripes to the border of your triangle, or colour in the stripes on the   
  template.

- Roll your triangle up from the long edge like a real necker – if you’re using our template,   
  the dotted lines show you where to do this.

- Wrap your necker around Lumi, above her arms. If you’ve got 
  very nimble fingers and a lot of patience, you can try and tie a 
  friendship knot! Otherwise, just cross over the two sides and 
  stick them down.

- Cut out the flame template, paint/colour the red orange and 
  yellow parts of the flame and black wick, then stick to the top 
  inside Lumi.

https://youtu.be/iietZR8E_Ns


Lumi templates

eyes & mouth

arms

flame & wick
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